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View toward Whitney Portal, 09/2008. Photo: Russ Madsen
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“A favorite German word of Einstein's was 
Schlimmbesserung (sh-lim-BESS-air-oong). It 
means ‘changes attempted or improvements that 
make things worse’ Basically, for every gain, there’s 
something lost. Some creativity, spontaneity, 
wonder and innocence is always lost as maturity 
and experience develops. More materially when one 
adds a GPS and a Spot-Tracker to a motor bike, 
something important about the riding and exploring 
experience is being lost... Still, I’ve always taken the 
GPS. And somtimes laughed (and swore) at myself 
when ending up on the wrong road of a complicated 
interchange because I was paying too much attention 
to the little ‘map’ scrolling past on the screen...and 
not enough at the passing roads and signage.” 

—Mr Subjective 8-8-11
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AM/FM sTErEO AND sHOrT wAVE rECEIVEr
An amazing pocket radio for travelers that packs a ton of exceptional features and 
performance into a compact case with an anodized aluminum front. This direct entry 
PLL synthesized receiver has a folding stainless telescopic antenna, 30 memory 
presets, manual and seek tuning, an alarm and an LCD display light. Also has a 
clear built-in speaker and comes with an external antenna, stereo earphones, an AC 
adapter and a soft fleece carrying case. Uses two AA batteries (not included). A great 
value. About the same size as a pack of smokes. 4.5"×2.75"×.75".

#3863 $49.00

PErsONAl AM/FM/
wEATHEr rECEIVEr

Sure your high-tech, app-infested 
mobile do-everything phone thingy will 
show an up-to-the-minute-radar map-
in-motion and allow you to find out what 
the weather is going to be anywhere, 
a week from some Tuesday…but what 
really matters is if it’s going to rain or 
not during your ride today. This compact 
pocket radio easily tunes in your local 
weather forecasts on AM, FM and all 
seven NOAA Weather Alert frequen-
cies. Reliable forecasts (and music, 
news, etc…) almost anywhere, with 
no expensive monthly fees or “dead 
zones” common with cellular service 
providers. Features include a built-in 
speaker, headphones with 4' cord and 
3.5mm jack, clock, removable belt clip, 
auto channel seek, 19 memory presets, 
battery power indicator, external plug-in 

antennae, 90 minute auto shut off option 
and PLL synthesized tuning system. Uses two AA 

batteries (not included). 4"×2.5"×.75".
#3916 $79.00

MIDlAND CB rADIO
A well-designed and versatile Citizens’ Band radio. 
The 75–822 can be configured as a hand-held unit 
when used with the detachable battery pack, and 
the optional DC adapter turns it into the smallest 
mobile CB you’ve ever seen. The included battery 
pack uses either six alkaline AA’s (not included) or 
eight nicads (not included). This radio features 40 

channels with instant access to five user-
select channels, emergency 9, and road 

info/trucker 19. Has a BNC antenna 
connector (flexible antenna included). 
Measures (with included battery holder) 

2.75"×5"×1.25". Comes with a slide-on 
base/powercord adapter which takes the 
place of the battery pack.

#3070 $119.00

UsB POwEr kIT
The quick and easy 
way to power or charge 
USB devices, anywhere, 

anytime. Kit includes a 
compact, folding AC wall charger 

and a 12V adapter for your bikes 
accessory outlet (cigarette lighter plug). 

Compatible with any device capable of charging via 
USB, including cell phone, digital camera, MP3 player, GPS and more. Wall charger 
(2"×2"×.5"), 12V adapter (3"×1.25"×.5").

 #851 $29.00

slIPsTrEAMEr rADAr MOUNT
Elegant and rugged construction. Nicely made and very 
adjustable, this bracket holds a myriad of possibilities for 
the motorcycle gadgeteer. Lightweight aluminum bar and brackets 
make it easy to modify (saw, file, big hammer, etc...) for other 
custom mounting of applications like radios, GPSs, etc. Plate 
is 4.25"×3.3". 

7/8" Bars #2296 $39.00
1" Bars #2297 $39.00

sAE TO UsB ADAPTEr
Easily charge or power a smart phone, MP3 player, tablet or other electronic 
device with this handy SAE to USB adapter. Stores in a pocketor tank bag when 
not in use. 12V. 

#3158 $33.00

sAE TO CIGArETTE lIGHTEr ADAPTEr
A handy adapter that stores easily in a tank bag or pocket to give 

you power when you need it. Standard lighter accessory plug with 
SAE connector. Great for powering accessories like heated gear, 

or will prevent you from being stranded by charging or jumping 
your bike battery by hooking it up to your car’s power socket 

with the appropriate SAE connector to your bike battery. 
#2776 $9.00
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INTErCOM 
sysTEM ADAPTEr

Adapts any 5, 7 or 8 pin motorcycle 
intercom system connector (Most after-
market types, OEM Gold Wing, Harley, 
etc…) to a standard 3.5mm stereo plug 

for use with earbuds and earspeakers. Simple, durable and reliable. 
#3900 $19.00

lEGAl sPEEDING rADAr DETECTOr CAsE
Large enough to hold a Valentine 1, Escort 8500 and similar sized detectors. Shields 
your radar protection system from rain, sun, dust and dirt. Side thumbscrews hold 
the snug water resistant cover over a base platform with an opening for the power 
cord. Base can be mounted to a RAM or other similar platform with screws, pop 
rivets, or adhesives. 5.3"×3.6"×1.25".

#3866 $65.00

HElMET AssIsTED 
rADAr DETECTOr sysTEM

The wireless H.A.R.D. system visually indicates radar 
detector activation with a military style “heads up 

display.” When the helmet mounted red LED comes 
on, a glance at the detector readout provides 
detailed bogey information. A small plug-and-play 
transmitter fits next to the detector and the receiver 

tucks behind the cheek padding or attaches with hook 
and loop to the outside of the helmet. It’s tiny. No need 

for clumsy wires or blaring helmet speakers. If your ears 
are already overloaded with com-

munication systems, earplugs and music players, this is 
the way to go. Works in combination with Escort, Adaptive, 
Beltronics and Valentine radar receivers equipped with RJ11 
telephone jacks. Transmitter 1.5"×1.25"×.75", Receiver 
2"×1.25"×.375". Specify model. 

#2366 $150.00

VIsUAl AlErT
An encapsulated block of wide angle red super-bright 
LED’s on a short cord. The straight plug connects 
directly into the 3.5mm / 2.5mm headphone jack 
on Escort 8500/9500 or Valentine 1 audio adapter 
equipped radar detectors. When a bogey is found the 
Visual Alert is impossible to miss, even in bright direct 
sunlight or if mounted in a peripheral vision location. 
Requires no external batteries or power source.  

Escort 8500/9500/Redline #3852 $65.00
Valentine 1 #3854 $65.00

EsCOrT 8500 X50
This top rated 12V radar/laser detector features an earphone jack... which is a big 
deal if you ride and want to hear the warning chirps and codes. It also carries a 
very smart microprocessor. In addition to superb long range detection it features 
an advanced EZ programming system that lets you personalize 9 features for your 
riding requirements. Its SpecDisplay mode allows you to know the actual numerical 
frequency of the radar signal and its ExpertMeter mode will keep you informed on the 
signal strength of up to eight radar signals at the same time. “How many do you think 
are out there, Butch?” Compared to earlier radar detectors the exclusive AutoMode 
circuits separate false signals from real threats better than you’d believe possible. 
Built-in 1/8" earphone jack. Comes pre-programmed and includes a comprehensive 
owners manual, a powercord and an automobile mount.

#2352 $340.00

EsCOrT sOlO s3 COrDlEss
The most powerful, longest range and best performing cordless radar detector 
available. Period. Signal sensitivity and range is 400% greater than previous gen-
eration cordless detectors and its new power management digital circuitry gives 
more miles of use per pair of AA batteries—up to 40 hours of continuous run time, 
with low-battery alerts when they need replacing. Nine programming options allow 
customizing for your specific riding style and a brilliant new high-resolution OLED 
graphic display is readable at a glance in all light conditions. The 3.5mm headphone 
jack equipped S3 is extremely easy to use, offers 360º detection and features a 
unique AutoSensitivity mode to eliminate distracting false alarms. Plug in an optional 
12V Smartcord to show five additional status screens, including a voltage display to 
indicate the health of your bikes electrical system. Band identification is displayed 
by X, K, Ka and Laser. Signal strength is shown by a progressively lighted left-to-right 
bar graph and unique audible alerts. 5.25"×2.90"×1.16". 6 oz. Black.

#2347 $350.00
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TElEsCOPING MONO-
POD kIT

No helpful passerby to take your 
portrait, and you don’t want to end up with the 
dreaded “arms length, self-portrait, big ol’ head, no 
background” effect? Ahem… Just set your timer and 
you’re ready to go. Mini-tripod included so you can quickly 
turn the monopod into a telescoping tripod. Also comes with 
pocket clip, hiking clip, wrist strap and carry bag. Intended 
for use with smaller cameras, not full-size SLR’s, etc. Securely 
holds up to 4 lbs. 36.5" extended, 7.5" retracted. 3.5 oz. 

#2691 $29.00

CAMErA MOUNT
Base with ¼" screw mount 
and 1" ball. Works with all 
cameras and camcorders with 
threaded mounting holes.

#3689 $11.00 

QUICk 
rElEAsE 

CAMErA MOUNT
Taking photos or video on 
every ride is a snap with this 
quick release camera mount 

handlebar bracket. Quick 
release buckle holds 
camera securely to han-

dlebars, but removes easily 
in seconds for off bike photo 

ops or to transfer to a different 
motorcycle. Accommodates any 

compact camera with a universal tripod mount. 
Fits to a variety of handlebar widths using included 
mounting strips (22-29mm). A brilliant product that 
greatly expands riding photo and video possibilities. 
2.5"×1.5". 3.5 oz.

#2287 $40.00

UlTrA PODs
Ever return home from a trip only to find that all of your photos are of 
the scenery and the other members of the group, but not you? These 

handy little tripods are perfect for stowing in a camera or tank 
bag so it’s at-the-ready to help capture a group shot or portrait 

at that stunning vista when there aren’t any camera-friendly 
tourists to employ. Light and strong, these tripods feature a 

unique ball and socket camera mount assembly, foldable 
legs and a hook & loop strap. Compact and functional. 
Black. Small: 4.75" high, 4"×2"×1.75" folded. Large: 

6.25" high. 7.25"×2.25"×2" folded. 
Small #3960 $18.00
Large #3961 $22.00

UlTrA MOUNT
A n  e x t r e me l y  we l l -made  and 
ingenious c lamping /pos i t ion ing 
device. The base is an aluminum 
extrusion that will accommodate and 
grip either round tubes or flat shapes 
to a maximum diameter of 1.5". Atop 
this is a swiveling, indexable plate 
spor ting a ratcheting “knee” that 
supports a locking ball-mount with a 
finger dial and a 1/4"-20 screw at 
the top. Intended for mounting 
a camera, the versatility of this 
adjustable mount suggests a 
multitude of uses.

#2677 $32.00

MEMOry CArD PrOTECTOr
A mini fortress for all your multi-media cards. Protects against dust, 
humidity, shock and electrostatic charges. Four multi-card compart-

ments organize and hold SD, Multimedia, Compact Flash, Memory Stick or 
SmartMedia cards. Holds up to four different cards per compartment for a 

total of 16 cards. 4"×3"×1", 3.2 oz. Green.
#9101 $28.00

GO PrO HErO3 
BlACk

Smaller, Lighter...Better for 
mounting to the bike or 
wearing on your body to 
capture ultra-wide HD quality 

video…of every ride – no matter 
how ordinary – documenting 
just like police dash cams do, 
so if something goes bad that 
is not your fault, you’ll have 

indisputable legal evidence. Of 
course capturing an epic ride for posterity sake 

or reliving every hairpin turn on your favorite section of twisties is 
also well worth the price of admission. The 6-element aspherical lens combines with 
user-selectable Ultra-wide, Medium and Narrow field-of-views to deliver more per-
spective capture options than ever. Combine the improved waterproof housing with 
the built-in Wi-Fi feature and compatibility with a waterproof Wi-Fi remote for out-
standing range and control in all video scenarios up to 600’ away. Sync with your iOS 
smartphone or tablet for complete wireless camera control and live preview options. 
Capture professional quality video up to 1440p 48fps and 12MP still photos at a 
rate of 30 images per second. Supports 
up to 64GB capacity MicroSD (record 
times vary with resolutions and frame 
rates). Both models include rechargeable 
Li-ion battery, USB charging cable, water-
proof housing and assorted mounts and 
hardware. Black version also includes 
Wi-Fi Remote and additional mounts and 
hardware. Housing: 2.75"×2.25"×1.5", 
Camera: 2.25"×1.6"×1.13". 2.6 oz. 
**Use with Aerostich Hero Camera Pockets to attach 
directly to your riding suit or jacket (above the 
Aerostich logo pocket—optional additional altera-
tion) to capture your POV on every ride. Camera only 
holder #321, or waterproof housing pocket #337.

HD Hero3 Black #3153 $400.00
HD Hero3 Silver #3154 $300.00

Battery BacPac #3159 $50.00

 rEMOVABlE CAMErA POCkETs
Made of clear, durable 20 gauge vinyl, these camera pockets are designed to hold a 
GoPro Hero 3 camera, allowing it to be attached to the upper left chest area on your 
Aerostich jacket or suit to capture POV video of every ride. Heavy duty hook backing will 
attach securely to add-on loop section on your suit or jacket (available separately as 
an optional alteration - call for details). Choose from the smaller camera-only pocket 
or the slightly larger version to accommodate the camera mounted in the waterproof 
case.  Includes industrial adhesive loop suitable for temporary use. .

 Standard #321 $39.00
 Waterproof #337 $49.00 

Go to aerostich.com for more Hero3 accessories!



Sizing CHART: This chart lists equivalent clothing sizes. The numbers are approximate guidelines and do not represent actual body or 
Aerostich measurements. If you’re not sure of your size, see our custom sizing tool online (www.aerostich.com) or call (800-222-1994) and we will 
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SUiT DELivERY: Most Roadcrafter orders are shipped from sizes and colors in stock, or in a few weeks for suits that are manufactured as 
a special order. Altered suits are normally shipped two to four weeks after an order is received, depending on the incoming seasonal order volume. 
Please call or email us if you have questions.

 For item specific sizing, more fitting instructions, and a helpful sizing tool, go to www.aerostich.com or call 800-222-1994.
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CONTOUr+ 2
Offering a video experience like no other, this revolutionary, low-profile wearable 
camera adds a completely new dimension to your video stories with a built-in 
GPS receiver to track your location, speed, distance and altitude while recording 
in beautiful 1080p HD quality. Map out every recorded ride on your computer with 
free downloadable video mapping software. Integrated Bluetooth capability allows 
pairing with a mobile device to adjust camera settings, preview your shot and start/
stop recording through an app on your phone or tablet. A single locking, instant-on 
oversized switch makes recording simple, even with gloves on, and the rotating 170º 
wide-angle lens with two level-adjusting lasers assure you capture the perfect shot. 
In addition to multiple video settings, the camera also operates as a 5MP camera to 
capture stunning still photos. The included 4GB microSD card (expandable to 32GB) 
will have you recording right out of the box, for up to 2.5 hours on each charge of the 
included Li-Ion battery. Waterproof to a depth of 60m thanks to an aluminum body 
and rugged design. Achieve exceptional audio from the internal microphone, or add a 
microphone via the external mic jack. Includes profile mount, rotating surface mount, 
USB, mini HDMI and mic cable. 3.74"×2.3"×1.3". 5.3 oz.

#3156 399.00   

CONTOUr rOAM 2
The simplest camera to use, the low-profile, waterproof design will mount at virtually 
any angle to capture incredibly clear footage during every ride. The 170º wide-angle 
self-focusing six-element glass lens rotates automatically up to 270º to always 
capture clear, level video at up to Full HD 1920x1080 30/25 fps quality. An instant 
on record switch means no buttons to fiddle with and keeps the camera rolling for 
up to 3.5 hours on a single battery charge. The included 4GB microSD memory card 
will have you recording right out of the box with storage expandable up to 32GB 
(about 8 hours of video). Capture still images in crisp 5MP resolution too, with a 
burst mode that grabs a photo every 1, 3, 5…up to 60 seconds. Includes profile 
mount, rotating surface mount, USB cable and rechargeable battery. Mac and PC 
compatible. Black. 3.9”×2.3”×1.3”, 5.1 oz.

#3155 $199.00

CONTOUr BAr MOUNT
Dual screw enclosure system so you can 

securely attach your camera to a variety of 
bar sizes. The twist lock adjustment allows for 
easy mounting/removal and quickly achieve 
the perfect camera angle.  

#3157 $29.00   

EPIC VIDEO CAMErAs
Both of these Epic cameras are compact enough to mount anywhere and rugged to withstand everyday, any 

weather use. The D1 features a wide angle 45º lens and captures high quality video at 720x480 HD resolu-
tion at 30 FPS. Powered by 2-AAA batteries it accepts up to a 16GB SD card for up to 26 hours of ride footage, 

operated by a simple two-button activation switch. The HD model sports an ultra-high quality 170º IR coated lens 
and records in amazing 1080P 30 FPS resolution and will fit many recorded hours onto an optional 32GB SD memory card. Flip mode allows for upside down mounting to further 
expand the capture possibilities. Powered by 3 AAA batteries it offers long recording times matched with peerless image quality. Both cameras include batteries and come packaged 
with multiple straps and mounts for creative camera placement. D1: 3"×1.4"×1.4", 2.4 oz. HD: 4.25"×1.25"×1.6", 2.8 oz.

Epic D1 #3144 $80.00
Epic HD #3145 $220.00

“Hell is a place where you have nothing to do but amuse yourself.” 
—George Bernard Shaw, quoted in the Boston Globe
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BOOsTArOO POsT AMP 
Many personal players do not provide quite enough volume to blast over wind noise or 
past earplugs. There’s just too much ambient roar. The Boostaroo can help. Plug it into 
the  phones output jack of your radio/scanner/whatever, then connect your helmet or 
earplug speakers. Voila, it amps-up the sound by about a third. Input device volume 
adjustments remain functional, but everything tops at a greater volume. Clearly and 
cleanly, too. About a 12dB volume gain in a typical ear bud speaker. Two AA batteries 
(not included) last about 20 hours. There are two jacks so a passenger can also listen 
along without complicated wiring. 40mw per channel.

#3075 $27.00

sUPEr 
BOOsTEr 

Tired of wimpy sound coming through 
your headphones? This tiny amp 
is designed to boost the output of 
any mobile device by 200%. Much 
smaller than most mp3 players, 
this unit will dramatically increase 
output volume without distortion. 
This is a rugged little unit with a 
smooth-action machined aluminum 
volume control. Go lightly, though. If 

used at full volume and output over an extended period of time, you may potentially 
damage your hearing or headphones. Lasts over 20 hours on included rechargeable 
battery. 17" audio cord. A/C charger and dual output audio jack/splitter included. 
1.4"×2"×.6", 1.2 oz.

#3966 $62.00

MIX-IT2 AUDIO MIXEr
The Mix-It2 is a four channel audio mixer and amplifier designed for motorcycle applications. 
It provides four inputs for connecting and combining signals from radar detectors, radios, 
CD players, MP3 players, XM receivers, talking GPSs, CBs, FRS radios, cell phones, etc. Power 
is supplied by an internal 9V battery (lasts about 25 hrs) or a filtered 12V external power 
jack that provides clean, noise-free listening. The Mix-It2 prevents feedback damage when using 
multiple audio sources and the internal amplifier helps portable music players sound louder, cleaner 
and better. Features include a power/volume control knob, two stereo inputs, two isolated mono inputs 
that do not require special cables for Garmin GPS and Escort radar detectors, an output jack, and “power on” 
and “battery low” indicator LEDs. Mix-It2’s volume control allows you to mute all devices simultaneously, which is 
handy when with friends, in urban situations or at toll booths. 5.5"×2.5"×1", 5.5 oz.

#3950 $159.00

lOksAks
More than a glorified zipper-lock sandwich bag, these heavy-duty bags offer re-sealable, element-proof, hermetically sealed 
storage, certified to 200 feet underwater. They are made from an entirely different kind of material than “plastic” bags:  It’s thicker, 

softer, a bit rubberier and much more durable. These bags are perfect for storing wallets, important paperwork or expensive 
electronics to keep them completely protected during even the heaviest downpour or wettest river crossing. Absolutely no 
water, air, dust or humidity permeates these clear, flexible and puncture resistant bags. Available in multiple sizes, the 9"×6" 
version securely houses a Kindle and the 12"×12" model will fit an iPad, Kindle DX and is perfect for keeping important papers 

or maps dry. The 6"×12" size fits perfectly inside the large cargo pocket on a Roadcrafter or Darien. These durable, re-sealable 
envelopes are also food-safe and they won’t easily stretch, abrade, tear or puncture in rough use. Sold in packs of 3. 

5"×4" #9273 $7.00
4.5"×7" #9274 $7.50
6"×12" #9275 $9.50

9"×6" #9276 $9.00
12"×12" #9277 $12.50

BOOsTArOO rEVOlUTION POCkET AMP
For portable players that lack the power needed to fully drive earspeakers for a 
clean distortion-free sound, no matter what kind they are. This little unit dramatically 
enhances the field of sound in your player without adding a hiss or buzz. A second 
headphone jack also allows you to share your music without sacrificing clarity or 
volume. Hear your audio the way it was meant to be heard. 4.5"×1.5"×1", 1.5 oz. 
runs for 22 hrs on two AAAA batteries (included).

#3907 $37.00

100 wATT 
MINI sTErEO AMP

To run automotive sized speakers 
directly from any small portable source 
(radio, CD player, MP3 player, etc.) 
you’ll need this powerful, compact 12 
volt amplifier. The state of the art elec-
tronic works are housed in a sturdy 
forged metal case with extensive 

aluminum heat sinks. Features two gold plated RCA patch cables, a universal line-
level input with standard 3.5mm stereo plug, and a built-in crossover/filter selector 
with adjustable input levels. Includes Comprehensive installation instructions. Loud 
stereos save lives. You provide the speakers. Easy to mount and powerful. 100 watt 
peak output (50 watts per stereo channel), 4 Ohms @13.8vdc. Only 4"×2.5"×1.5".

#3987 $57.00

NOIsE FIlTEr
If your teeth are on edge from dealing with an 
annoying noise in your speakers or headphones, 
chances are you need this. Greatly minimizes 
stray electrical noise or whine produced by 
some motorcycle ignition/electrical systems. 
Simple installation. Get one before you lose 
your mind.

#4930 $15.00
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IPHONE 4 DUAl MOUNT
Universal mounting system can be attached directly 
to the brake/clutch reservoir or secured around the 
handlebars or any tube from .5" to 1.25" diameter. 
High strength composite cradle clips securely to your 
iPhone 4, keeping the touch screen readily acces-
sible and virtually vibration-free, for easy on-road 
access to apps like GPS, tunes, maps, speed traps, 
cheap gas stops…and even phone calls. Multiple 
pivot points and a 1" diameter ball and socket allows 
nearly infinite adjustments for perfect viewing angles. 
Includes all necessary mounting hardware.

#3688 $38.00

QUICk rElEAsE PHONE MOUNT
A practical handlebar located smartphone holder (accepts iPhone, 
Blackberry and many more) with a proprietary SpaceMount clamp 
allowing install/removal in seconds. The lightweight, rust-proof alloy 
mount attaches to any 22-29mm diameter handlebar or post with a 
steplessly adjustable, rubberized quick release clamp. The adjustable 
ratcheting cradle features wings with soft-formed urethane pads to 
tightly grip and protect the phone from bouncing and scratching. Phone 
releases quickly from cradle by pulling the small red lever underneath 

the body. The mount and phone viewing angle are easily adjustable to best utilize smartphone features, including: 
navigation apps, music, weather reports, phone calls, or change the angle to vertical and use the camera to 
record ride photos or video. Recommended phone dimensions are 58-68mm width × 9-15mm thickness, but 
other sizes can be accommodated (at your own risk). Quick release clamp 3"×1.5"×1.5". Cradle 4.5"×3"×1.25".

 #2288 $40.00

UNIVErsAl X-
GrIP HOlDEr

Securely holds a cell phone 
or other handheld device 
with a unique spring loaded 
X-Grip design. Rubber 
coated tips hold device 
firm and stable. 1" ball. 
Min/Max device width .875"/3.25".   

#3687 $24.00

CONNECT CAsE 
MOBIlE MOUNT

A versatile case for carrying, displaying 
and protecting your iPhone 4 or 4S. 
Impact resistant case includes removable 
pocket clip and a highly adaptable rug-
gedized formable wire gear tie mount 
system allowing the case to be secured to 
handlbars, D-rings or straps on a tankbag. 
Seemingly cheesy rubberized heavy-duty 
wire gear ties bend countlessly and work 
far better than you’d expect.

#1504 $40.00

wATErPrOOF IPHONE 
MOUNT

Attach your iPhone 4/4S to your bike with 
waterproof security. Rugged plastic case 
with silicone liner protects from knocks, 
scratches, rain, mud and more, tested to 
IXP4 water protection standard. Touch 
sensitive membrane allows complete access to all applications, with weather-sealed 
ports for cameras, headphones and cables. Case rotates for easy vertical or hori-
zontal viewing. Included mounting bracket suitable for bars up to 1.5" diameter. 
Optional heavy-duty quick release AMPS mount adapter works with RAM gadget 
mounts. 5.6"×3.1"×.8". 3.2 oz. 

Waterproof iPhone Case #3147 $50.00
AMPS Mount #3149 $15.00

ECHO HANDlEBAr 
PHONE HOlDEr & CHArGEr

Sturdy handlebar mounted cradle securely holds your cell 
phone, GPS or MP3 player and allows for easy charging 
while on the go. Internal resistor provides surge protection 
to your electronic device. Clamp adjusts for 7/8" to 1 1/4" 
handlebars. 

#3655 64.00

 ACCEssOry MOUNTs
Here’s a handy, inexpensive way to easily mount switches, accessories and 
other such farkle to your motorcycle. Find the desired mounting location and 
zip into place with the included mounting strap. Includeds 4 mounts, 8 straps 
and 8 pieces of shrink tube wrap. Place the shrink tube near the lock and it 
will grip your handlebars a lot tighter. 1/4" diameter mounting hole. 

#4999 $15.00
sUUNTO FOAM BAr MOUNT 

This shaped neoprene hard foam block puts a Suunto 
wrist computer (or any similar sized wristwatch) on 
your handlebars. Adjustable viewing angle.

#2143 $12.00
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TrIPlE BAll
Combine with multiple socket 
arms for adding additional 
mounts to a single base.

#6288 $37.00

AQUA BOXEs
Waterproof storage for your devices. Features a flexible touch-through 
screen to control devices. Requires a plate mount and a socket arm.

Small (2.375"×4.625"×1.125")* #6280 $32.00
Medium (2.875"×5.75"×1.187")* #6281 $35.00

*inside dimensions

rAM MOUNTs 
All RAM systems use a 1" ball and socket system. This super strong rubber ball and socket system provides mounting flexibility and protects electronics from damage 
due to vibration. All components are interchangeable so you can switch attachments at either end of the clamping stalk for maximum versatility.

MIrrOr sTEM 
MOUNTs

Flat surface mounts.
Flat #6213 $13.00
45° #6278 $13.00

HANDlEBAr U-BOlT BAsE
A handlebar clamp base with one or two balls. Add 
spacer to protect finish or to fit on smaller bars.

Single Ball #6229 $14.00
Double Ball #6289 $27.00

Spacer #6279 $2.50

BAsEs: A T T A C H  E X T E N S I O N  T O  Y O U R  B I K E

DOUBlE sOCkET ArM
A tightening screw on the side of the arm clamps firmly in place, and allows you to pivot the ball 
and socket connection or completely disconnect the ball from the socket.

1.75" #6228 $13.00
3" #6285 $14.00

5.25" #6286 $19.00

EXTENsIONs: C O N N E C T  M O U N T  T O  A  B A S E

kEyED sOCkET 
ArM lOCk

For added security, lock your 
socket arm to deter theft or 
tampering.

#6287 $22.00

PlATEs
A ball plate for attaching a GPS cradle or Aqua Box to the 
RAM system. 

Round #6226 $8.00
Diamond #6284 $8.00

MOUNTs: S E C U R E  Y O U R  D E V I C E

PlATE MOUNT
Custom mount any device to a RAM mount system. Numerous pre 
drilled holes/patterns for mounting a variety of devices. 2"×6.25".

#6277 $16.00

QUICk rElEAsE
Perfect for easily removing/
swapping devices. Installs 
between the cradle/mount/
device and the RAM plate. 

#6283 $9.00

BIG sCrEEN MAGNIFIEr
The difference this device makes in overall functionality is 
remarkable. Comes with a diamond adaptor for mounting and 
a ratcheting feature with flex rod for perfect positioning. 2"×4", 
2x zoom.

#6259 $35.00

FLAT

45°

(Small fits: iPod Shuffle and iPod Nano, most MP3 players and cell 
phones. Medium fits: iPod Classic, iPod Touch, iPhone, many GPS 
units and PDA devices.)

HANDlEBAr CONTrOl BAsE
A mounting ball that attaches to your handlebar 
clutch/brake clamp, left or right side. Also accepts 
an Extra Ball to make it a double mount.

Single Ball Control Base #6210 $12.00
Extra Ball Only #6227 $12.00

C-ClAMP 
BAsE

No-drill (up to 2") 
clamp mount for yoke 
mounting with one 
ball.

#6276 $25.00
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EArPHONE COrD
Perfect for making the connection to your helmet or 
earphones. Stretchy, light, and flexible, yet still substan-
tial enough to hold up to stress and wind turbulence. 
The two foot is just long enough to perfectly connect 
tank bag or bar mount audio to helmet or ear speakers. 
Length listed is coiled (not stretched). 3.5mm (1/8") 
plug and jack ends.

2' #2353 $5.00
4' #2313 $6.00 

kOss EArPlUG 
sPEAkErs 

Earplug and earbud design 
helps seal out wind noise and 
directs speaker sounds right 
into your ear canal for a deep 
bass and greater clarity. Foam 
ear cushions expand slowly 
for a comfortable custom fit 
and good noise isolation. The 
Koss Earplug Speakers are an 
affordable way to experiment 
with sound... they are just foam 

earplugs with quality, built-in speakers, and they’re perfect for use in places with 
high levels of outside noise. Affordable, comfortable, effective. Not for Riding Use 
because you might get in an accident if you miss any road noises. (What about 
cars with air conditioning, lots of sound insulation, and big stereo systems? What 
about those, huh?). 4' cord. 

#3081 $19.00

WARNING! These devices may block out ambient sounds important for safe riding. Do not 
use where other road users may be present. Check local laws.

 
HElMET sPEAkErs

Inexpensive, wafer thin, compact, felt-lined stereo speakers 
that press into your helmet’s ear pockets or hang in the 
helmet lining with accompanying hook and loop pads. Both 
speakers plug into the included 40" cord, which features 
a spring clip for attaching anywhere. Reasonable sound 
quality, but the most important aspects are the price, they 
fit anywhere, and they plug directly into any player with a 1⁄8" 
(3.5mm) headphone output jack. 2"×2"×.25", 1.75 oz.

#3915 $17.00

3D BAss HElMET sPEAkErs
Wondering where the bass went? These helmet 
speakers pack a punch. A low, low-down Barry White in 
your bones punch. At only .5"×1.8", these will fit any 
helmet and will improve the sound of whatever you’ve 
been listening to. A revolution in helmet audio tech-
nology. Comes with integrated hook & loop patches 
and detachable 25" connector cable with volume 
control. …I can’t get enough of your love, babe…

#3967 $57.00

kOss NOIsE IsOlATING 
EArsPEAkErs

A truly versatile stereo phone designed 
with ultimate comfort and protec-
tion in mind. Includes a set of  fluted 
silicone buds, which provide a firm, 
flexible seal and two sizes of conforming 
memory foam cushions, which expand 
for a custom fit and improved sound 
isolation. Unique speaker design directs 
sound into the ear canal for deep bass 
and extended frequency performance. 
Abrasion-resistant fabric-covered, 4’ 
long cord with 
straight 3.5mm 

jack. Includes snap-open carrying case.
#3181 $59.00

WARNING! These devices may block out ambient sounds 
important for safe riding. Do not use where other road users may 
be present. Check local laws.

COMPly™ Nr-10
What sets these apart are their foam tips. Standard issue for US Army helicopter 
crews who need to constantly insert and remove listening devices without irri-
tation, they’re some of the most comfortable earbuds on earth. They gently, 
yet securely conform to your ear canal while 
reducing background noise by up to 40 dB. 
These will increase the quality of whatever 
you’ve been listening to without totally blocking 
out all ambient sound. Comes with carrying 
pouch and extra foam tips. 43" cable with 
volume control. 1/8" (3.5mm) plug. 

#3014 $79.00
Slim Replacement Tips #3017 $19.00

WARNING! These devices may block out ambient sounds important for safe riding. Do 
not use where other road users may be present. Check local laws.

“Only our most stolid (crushingly dull) citizens buy motorcycles purely for daily transportation 
with no dreams of all the adventures in speed or exploration they might inspire.” 

- Peter Egan, Cycle World online, 8-23-12
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UlTrA-sOFT EArBUD ADAPTErs
Earphone adapters designed to feel better, sound better and stay in place. 
Uniquely designed of hypoallergenic silicone, the flexible fin design better 
conforms to the ear for all day comfort. Provides superior audio experience by 
properly channeling sound inside the ear canal, while securely blocking outside 
noises. Stay in place, even with extreme 
riding activity. Fit most earbud headphones 
and Bluetooth headsets. Two sizes included 
(size 4 and 5), with the larger (size 5) pair 
offering the greatest degree of sound 
isolation. Two pair. White or Black.

White #3051 $15.00
Black #3151 $15.00

EArsPEAkEr PrOTECTOr CAsE
Keep earspeakers and cords safely tucked away in this convenient holder. Opens 
and shuts like an old-school coin purse. Soft, durable plastic. 4.25"×2". 

#4411 $5.00

kOss EArsPEAkEr 
VOlUME CONTrOl

All headphones and earspeakers 
should have volume controls. This 
compact thumbwheel control box 
may be used inline or mounted 
anywhere handy using double stick 
tape or adhesive hook and loop. 
Volume adjust wheel is easily con-
trolled with a gloved finger. For all 
3.5mm stereo jacks. 1.75"×.75". 
Cord length: 39".

#3855 $12.00

wIrE wrAPPEr
Quickly stow away excess cord for your 
earbuds, headphones, electrical wire, etc., 
with these handy wire organizers. Flexible, 
virtually indestructible, and useful. Set of 3; 
black, red, white. OK, that’s a wrap (sorry…). 
75"×.9"×.25". 

 #3841 $14.00ETyMOTIC MC5 HIGH-
DEFINITION EAr-

PHONEs
Tight, accurate bass with crystal 
clear high-frequency detail is the 
sound delivered with these best-
in-class earphones. Includes an 
assortment of ear tips for a secure, 
comfortable and customizable fit 
with industry leading noise-isolating 
proper t ies , reducing ambient 
noise by 35-42 dB. A Kevlar® rein-
forced 4 foot cord with built in 
cable slider ensures durability and 
accurate sound quality for many 
riding seasons of listening pleasure. 
Includes zippered nylon carrying 
case, Three pairs of replacement 
ear tips (3-Flange, Foam and Glider 
styles), adjustable keeper-clip, 
filter removal tool and replacement 
filters. 48" cord, 1/8" (3.5mm) 
headphone jack.

#3134 $79.00

WARNING! These devices may block out ambient sounds important for safe riding. Do not 
use where other road users may be present. Check for local laws.

ETyMOTIC HF 5 
EArsPEAkErs

No compromise, high-performance 
noise-isolating earphones that deliver 
best-in-class benefits at an afford-
able price. These comfortable wearing 
earsets reduce external sounds by about 
35-42 dB which surpasses even active 
noise cancellation systems (for compar-
ison, the Koss blocks about 8-12 dB). 
These fill that silence with an extended 
high frequency range and an excellent 
deep bass response. The overall fidelity 

of sound reproduction will amaze you. Includes nylon travel pouch, three pairs of 
replacement ear tips (3-Flange, Foam and Glider styles), adjustable keeper-clip, filter 
removal tool and replacement filters. 48" cord, 1/8" (3.5mm) headphone jack.

#3135 $149.00

ETyMOTIC Er 4P 
MICrO PrO 

EArsPEAkErs
An investment quality earspeaker for 
musicians, sound engineers, audio-
philes and discriminating motorcy-
clists. Featuring balanced-armature, 
precision-matched, custom-tuned 
drivers, these earspeakers offer unsur-
passed frequency response accuracy 
and sound quality…you’ll immediately 
notice a richer texture of nuances, 
shadings, hues and details. Sounds 

you’ve never heard before. Superb noise isolation characteristics reduce unwanted 
outside sounds by as much as 98% (35 dB to 42 dB) while delivering a world-class 
auditory experience. Comes with a complete array of adapters and accessories to 
enhance and personalize the fit and comfort. Includes hard cover storage case, nylon 
travel pouch, airline adapter, ¼" stereo plug, shirt clip, filter tool with extra filters 
and an assortment of replacement ear tips. 60" cord with standard 1/8" (3.5mm) 
headphone jack.

#3136 $299.00
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HOOk & lOOP TAPE
A simple back-to-back tape, hook on one side, loop on the other, laminated together 
into an infinitely useful strip. Can be easily cut to different widths and lengths without 
unraveling. Wonderful for securing radar/gps type things to mounting brackets and 
for strapping down wires and cables as a re-usable zip tie. Black. 1"×36".

Lightweight #1922 $4.00
Heavyweight #1923 $5.00

3M DUAl lOCk 
Almost mechanical in its locking power 
(a lot like Legos®), with the added 
plus of being waterproof and far more 
durable than garden variety hook & 
loop. Four pieces, each measuring 
2"×3.5". Two are clear, and two are 
black. Each is backed by an ultra 
powerful peel-and-stick 3M® adhesive.

#2250 $12.00

POwErFIlM sOlAr CHArGEr
Unlike the ill-received solar chargers of years-gone-by, these are the latest in 
advanced tricked-out techno-farkle, and are better equipped to power your 
mobile units on the go. Unfurl the compact nylon case to engage a good array of 
powerful flexible solar panels. They will fully charge the included 4–AA recharge-
able batteries in about 6 hours of sunlight. Takes portable charging to the next 
level with direct, on-the-fly charging of most everyday portable electronic devices 
via USB connection, while simultaneously topping off the two included AA NiMH 
batteries, for anytime power access. The case features six integrated grommets 
that allow for secure fastening onto a bag, seat, tent or backpack.  When not 
needed everything folds to only 5.5"×3.3"×1.4" for easy storage in a pocket or 
tank bag. An excellent eco-friendly, portable power supply for any adventurous 
rider wanting to stay plugged in. 4.5oz. Solar operating voltage 3.6V. USB 
charging voltage 5V/1A.

USB+AA Charger #828 $89.00

sCOsCHE IPOD rEMOTE
Wireless RF remote system fits any iPod with a dock connector. Signal has up 
to 100 foot range and travels through tank bags, backpacks, pockets, panniers, 
(walls and ceilings, too). Remote holder securely straps to handlebars or any other 
convenient spot, via handy hook and loop 
strap. Features patented passthrough 
for charging and syncing. Control tracks, 
volume, play/pause, playlist and shuffle 
play. Remote measures 2"×1.25"×.25”

#3994 $79.00

sHIElDsAk
A flexible radio frequency shield that 
secures your passport, cell phone 

and credit card information from 
being scanned by unauthorized data 

transponders. Combine the ShieldSak 
with the element-proof protection of the 

4.25"×5.5" LokSak (#9273) to keep your 
data safe from the bad-guys and your elec-

tronics safe from Mother Nature. A little pro-
tection goes a long way. 

#9320 $59.00

“…it’s the individual people an overlander meets along the way that makes all the difference.  
Time has little changed these encounters. People can turn a disaster into a silver-lining event.  The 
reality is that most people in this world are pretty good types who would rather help a traveler than 
cause them problems.” 

 - Adventure motorcyclist and multi-book author Sam Manicom, in MSL Sept 2011  
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MOTOFIzz THErMO ClOCk
This stick-on clock/thermometer instrument is water 
resistant and provides the ambient temperature and 
current time at a glance. Accurate to +/– 1°, it can be 
set to read in C or F and will display time in either 12 
or 24 hour formats. Only 1.5"×1.75"×.63", the Thermo 
Clock is removable from a snap–in bracket (for remote 
use or theft prevention) and there’s also a neat auxiliary 
mounting base to help angle it for easier viewing. Sixteen 
min/max memories let you know how hot or cold it was 
at different times. The included button battery runs it for 
about a year. Range is –40°F to +137°F.   An Aero RWH 
favorite.

#4222 $32.00

sTICk ON THErMOMETEr
Cheap. Accurate. Analog. Two inch diameter. Nicely indexed. Stick it anywhere. 
-40 to +120 F. One moving part tells you how hot/cold/nice/miserable the 
temperature is. Colors vary. 2" diameter.

#4202 $5.00

lIQUID CrysTAl  
TEMPErATUrE sTrIPs

These UV, water resistant, adhesive strips precisely 
and reliably display the temperature. They per-
manently mount anywhere with adhesive backing 
or for a temporary mount, adhesive hook & loop 
is included. Perfect for a tank bag map window or 
the left sleeve hook and loop on Roadcrafter and 
Darien Suits. Four strips: 26º–56ºF, 58º–88ºF, and 
90º–120ºF in 2º increments, and 15º–100ºF in 5º 
increments. 5"×0.5" each. 

#4226 $12.00

MINI rEMOTE THErMOMETEr
Designed for indoor use and panel mounting, but is 
easily adaptable to a variety of moto applications. 
Suction cup on back for easy mounting to any smooth 
surface. The LCD screen is 1.6"×.6" and the case is 
about .5" deep. Its stainless steel remote probe is 
on a 3' cord. Tenth of a degree accuracy between 
-58°F and +302°F. Quick interval refreshing display 
changes from °F/°C with the push of a button. Runs 
for a long time on an included button battery.

#4268 $24.00

HyGrOMETEr THErMOMETEr
This matchbook-sized unit allows you to monitor humidity and tem-
perature at the same time on its easy-to-read oversized display. Also 
good for food, wine cellars, plants and cigars and other items that 
require specific climates to retain their quality. Can stand on its own 
or stick to any surface with included double-stick tape. Operates on 
one watch battery (included). 2"×1.5"×.6", 1 oz.

#4266 $15.00

5-FUNCTION DIGITAl METEr
Info galore in a compact, digital format that could fit nicely in your bikes’ cockpit. Two 
thermometers incorporating an ice/freeze alert, a voltage meter, a three-LED battery 
condition meter, and a combination clock/stopwatch that operates in either 12 or 24 
hour formats tells you a lot about your surroundings, the time, and the condition of 
your charging system. A “black ice” alert flashes when that hazardous road condition 
threatens. Temperature minimums and maximums can be stored in memory and 
cleared easily. Not extreme weatherproof unless modified (open, fill with silicon sealant, 
close.) 5.5"×1"×.75".

 #4632 $39.00

sTrIkEAlErT
So you’re happily riding out in the great 
wide open and you notice a storm 
approaching. It’s a beautiful scene… 
just you, an approaching storm, and 
a 500 lb lightning rod under your 
body. FEMA estimates that strikes 
kill 200 people and seriously injure 
750 more per year—including the 

occasional rider. Protect yourself with 
this detector. It will let you know if a 

storm is approaching or departing, and will alert 
you of approaching strikes up to 40 miles away. A 

good thing on a grey wet day or long night ride. We 
have no clue how this thing works, but it really does. Small, dependable, accurate 
and effective. Comes with belt clip, and easy to use bar or fairing mount. Included 
batteries last up to 100 hours. 2"×2.75", 3 oz.

#8236 $79.00

sIGMA sPEEDOMETEr 
Just the thing for when you want more info and 
accuracy than most motorcycle speedos will tell 
you. Compact unit featuring separate odometer logs 
and auto stop/start, current speed, average speed, 
maximum speed, and average speed comparison. 
Trip distance, total distance, ride timer, stopwatch, 
thermometer and a clock are also included. All these 
functions can be reset independently of each other, 
lessening confusion. Oversize backlit LCD speedo 
reads up to 199 mph (or kph) and updates instantly. 
A button battery supplies power for a full year of riding 
and is easy to replace. Watertight construction ensures 
durability. Also features a backup storage chip and PC 
connectivity for trip data analysis. Instructions explain 
easy and precise tire calibration using circumference. 
If you’re gonna ride 9 mph over, make sure you really 
are doing exactly 9 mph over. It’s also great to be able 
to see your seasonal and annual big trip mileage inde-
pendently and without cal-
culation. A powerful and tiny 
computer that will give the 
traveler valuable information 
on speed and time. Includes a 
sending kit with an extra long 
pickup wire. 1.5"×1.75"×.5".

#2151 $45.00
Light #2133 $10.00

Light
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UlTrAlIGHT MIlITAry wATCH
An abundance of elaborate, high-end military field 
watches are available today, made with state-
of-the-art materials and loaded with advanced 
features. This watch ain’t one of them, but it is 
a nice, affordable analog timepiece with such 
practical features as: Accurate Japanese quartz 

movement, date function and water resistant to 
100 feet. The black nylon band fits comfort-

ably around the wrist, or with an additional 
hole or two punched in it, can be adapted 

to secure around your handlebars. The 
medium size black watch face has a 
1.25" diameter with white luminescent 

numbers and dials for easy reading 
day or night. Added value comes in the 

packaging, a surprisingly rugged, trans-
parent, water resistant plastic case perfect 

for storing phones, portable electronics, a 
wallet or sunglasses. Neat. Case measures 

6"×3.25"×1.5".
#2119 $29.00

PATHFINDEr TI AlArM
Solid titanium construction and an alarm! 
What more could you possibly want? A 
990R? Quiet back there… This is another 
fine St. Moritz watch, simply designed and 
robustly built for years of service. Water-
resistant to 330 ft(!) and featuring Blackout 
Superluminous technology (which auto-
matically keeps the dial backlit up to 8 
hours), this watch is right at home on the 
wrist of the long-distance and adventure 

rider. Its snooze equipped alarm will let you 
know when ‘hit the road’ time has arrived. The 

quartz movement moves hands on a clear, 
easy to read dial. Simple yet beautiful. Cordura 
strap. 1.25" Face Dia. 

#2130 $169.00

ATlAs TITANIUM
A solid titanium case with an anti-reflective tempered 
mineral crystal, oversize superluminous numbers 
(and hands) and a shoulder guarded screw-down 
crown. Now check out the price. This modern inter-

pretation of the classic field watch makes sense. 
It’s light, tough, waterproof and inexpensive. Its 
accurate V-Series movement offers a prolonged 

battery life of about 4-5 years, there is a date 
function, and the case is tested waterproof to 330 ft. 

Unbeatable. Black Cordura band. 1.25" Face Dia.
#3876 $129.00

CODE BlUE TrAsEr 
MIlITAry

Since 1989, the U.S. Army has specified the use and 
manufacture of this type of self-emitting illumina-

tion for its timepieces to ensure that soldiers can 
read their watches in the blackest of night. 

Bright blue Trasers mark the hour, minute 
and second hands, as well as at the 1-11 
hour positions. Green and orange Trasers 
mark the 12 o’clock position. Made to 
the highest military standard from the 

very best materials, this is the same watch 
currently used by many US police forces, the 

British Special Air and Boat Services, US Navy 
SEALS, the French Foreign Legion and other 

leading specialist services throughout the world. 
Swiss made with superbly 
accurate quartz movement. 

L i g h twe i gh t , r o ck - ha rd 
carbon fiber case with mineral 

crystal and moisture-wicking band. Water resistant to 100 
feet. 1.25" face dia.

#2137 $229.00

sUUNTO VECTOr
This device is made in Finland where orien-

teering is the national sport. Not only does 
the Vector tell time in 12 or 24 hour 
formats, it has a stopwatch, a countdown 
timer and a calendar programmed to 
2089. It also tells you where you are 
with a highly accurate digital compass 

that shows bearings in degrees or half-
cardinal points. There is also a declina-

tion adjustment and a level window to get 
the unit within +/- 2-3 degree accuracy. The 

compass has a bearing tracking function which 
displays the locked bearing, the actual bearing, 

and the difference between them. As an altimeter, the Vector will tell the altitude to 
29,500 feet in 10 foot divisions and relay the rate of ascent or descent in feet or meters 
per minute. An automatic 24-hour memory stores altitude and ascent/descent rates. 
The Vector also acts as a barometer, displaying the full range of atmospheric pressure. 
A differential measurement allows zeroing of the barometer following overnight changes, 
and a 4-day log provides data on the 
pressure changes in hour intervals 
for the last six hours elapsed, then in 
six hour intervals. All this is packaged 
in a waterproof housing that is elec-
troluminescently backlit. An amazing 
amount of useful data acquisition in 
a compact package. Black or Yellow. 
1.9 oz. 1.25" face dia.

#2132 $219.00

sPOT ClOCk
Only .85" diameter and colorful, this little clock can 
be stuck anywhere you need an accurate and tough 
timepiece to refer to. The rotatable bezel and face are 
easily read, and the alloy case and stainless steel back 
ensure waterproofness equal to 99 feet, enough to deal 
with chaotic climates whilst computing chronometric 
cycle calculations.

Black w/White Face #3927 $25.00
Black w/Black Face #3926 $25.00
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DIE CAsT HANDlEBAr MOUNT
A handy, attractive mounting 
bracket for adding a clock, 
thermometer or other gauge 
with a 3/16" post-type mount 
to your bike’s handlebars. 
Mounting hardware included. 
Fits 7/8" or 1" Bars.

#3929 $20.00

CHrOME DOUBlE MOUNTING BrACkET
A rugged 1/8" steel, show-quality chrome 
plated mounting kit for mounting two clocks, 
thermometers, or other 
gauges (with a standard 
3/16" post-type mount) 
side-by-side. Easy to 
install. 2.625"×.5".

#3930 $15.00

 HANDlEBAr ClIPs
An accurate, durable, easy-to-read liquid-filled compass that simply clips onto 
any 7⁄8" or 1" handlebar. Luminous 
1" floating dial on jeweled pivot 
provides smooth rotation. Easy to 
remove and replace, the compass 
clip needs to be removed for 
accurate readings. Weighs only a 
few grams. Also as accurate and 
durable as the compass, is an 
easy to read, liquid filled -20°F 
to +160°F thermometer. It too 
clips onto any 7⁄8" or 1" handlebar. 
One inch diameter dial. The clock 
clip is specially made for us and 
features a sweep-second quartz movement that is not really intended for outdoor 
use but the prototype survived two seasons on Ed’s 500 single so we think it’s 
OK. YMMV, however.

Compass #2203 $10.00
Thermometer #2212 $10.00

Clock #4230 $18.00
Set of All Three SAVE $6.00 #4282 $32.00

 zIP-O-GAGE 
Handy pendant thermometer snaps onto zipper 
pulls, etc. The thermometer is sealed inside a pro-
tective acrylic case, and has a handy wind chill 
chart on the back. Hang from a pocket zipper 
or stick on your bikes dash or pack inside your 
sleeping bag or tent. 2", 1/3 oz.

#2208 $6.00

MOTO COMPAss
The first motorcycle-specific magnetic compass that 
can be calibrated while mounted on your bike (using 
compensation screws on the side of the unit). This 
makes it much more accurate on every heading. 
Proximity to metal gives most smaller compasses a 
terrible fit, but not this one. And the other compen-
sation-adjustable compasses are much larger. With 
this you can become lost in much more interesting 
places, no matter what direction you may be riding. 
Mounting bracket included. 1.65"×1.5".

#3295 $65.00

NEXUs COMPAss
An easy to read, dependable all-weather backup or a 
primary navigation tool. This tiny Micro model is just 
2.1"×1.3"×.4", making this quality liquid filled nav 
instrument the perfect precision backup for maps 
and GPSs. F its into a tank bag or sleeve window 
pocket perfectly.

#4255 $14.00

sNAP-BACk BOlT-ON kIT
Mount any Classic or Luminescent gauge with 
this stainless steel, stem-and-barrel design 
mounting kit. Attaches to any ¼" bolt or screw 
on your motorcycle, for endless mounting 
options. Includes a stainless steel ring, hex tool 
with mounting screws and screwdriver kit. 

#3649 $18.00

sNAP-BACk ClAssIC ClOCk/ 
THErMOMETEr

A 1.3" face design allows easy reading of these 
super accurate gauges. Water resistant to 3 
ATM, the weatherproof anodized alloy case 
withstands shock and abuse and the non-oil 

filled thermometer uses German bi-metal tech-
nology to accurately display temperature readings 

from -20 to 140 degrees Fahrenheit. The rugged 
clock will provide up to 4 years of time keeping with the 

included, easily replicable button cell battery. Comes ready to install anywhere 
as a stick-on mount, or use with a Snap-Back Bolt-On Kit (#3649) to attach as a 
standard ¼" post-type bracket. Choose silver body with white face or black face 
and body. 1.7" case.

(A) White Clock #3651 $39.00
(B) White Thermometer #3650 $39.00

(C) Black Clock #3920 $39.00
(D) Black Thermometer #3919 $39.00

A
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